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Abstract: Population flow caused by rapid urbanization has driven the urban-rural construction land transition. A systematic recognition of their interaction is essential for achieving coordinated and sustainable urban-rural development. We chose Hangzhou, one of the most urbanized cities in China, as the study area to analyze this interaction from the perspectives of dominant morphology and recessive morphology during the period of 2010 to 2020. From the perspective of dominant morphology, a structured analysis method is applied to assess the variation in the internal components. A dynamic land utilization efficiency index is proposed and combined with an original static land utilization efficiency index to comprehensively portray a complete periodicity of urban-rural construction land transition and population flow from the perspective of recessive morphology. Results demonstrate that the path dependence of rural industrialization leads to a seemingly stagnant urban-rural construction land transition in Hangzhou. Meanwhile, the rapid increase in the demographic urbanization rate has been supported by the massive inflow of external migrants. Based on the more stringent dynamic land utilization efficiency index and the more comprehensive combination of static and dynamic indices, the moderate expansion of urban construction land increases the proportion of township-level units of the intensive land utilization pattern while, instead of population loss, the general non-intensive land utilization pattern in rural areas has been driven by the overexpansion of rural residential land.
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1. Introduction

The relatively fragmented urban and rural systems in the past have interacted more frequently originating from the urbanization process, which has been ongoing since the industrial revolution in the 18th century [1]. The improvement of productivity has led to the change in production relationships and society’s transformation from traditional agricultural areas to modern industrial and urban areas, promoting socioeconomic development through the concentration of production factors to cities. Thus the urban-rural transition has gradually become an essential socio-economic phenomenon in the world [2–4].

Driven by industrialization, populations continue to gather in cities [5]. As the spatial carrier of the urban-rural transition, urban-rural construction land has changed dramatically in quantity and structure under the joint effect of population flow and socioeconomic development [6]. The expansion of urban construction land (UCL) is mainly in line with the urban population inflow [7], presenting a relatively synchronous human-land relationship.
Theoretically, the rural residential land (RRL) should shrink along with the outflow of the rural population, but the phenomenon of “population outflow but land expansion” appears as the general irrationality in China’s rural areas [8]. Broadly, the key issue of the current urban-rural construction land transition (URCLT) in China lies in the inefficient land utilization due to the excessive expansion of UCL and the rigid expansion of RRL [9]. The reasons for the abovementioned problems are mainly from two aspects. Firstly, land finance [10–12] to support industrialization and urbanization and the model of GDP growth driven by infrastructure investment [13,14] has pushed uncontrolled UCL sprawl [15], which has led to lower land use efficiency, especially when the increasing rate of UCL expansion far exceeds that of urban population inflow. Secondly, despite the phenomenon of “massive population entering the city”, rural-urban migrants still retain their RRL under the constraints of the urban-rural dual system, which results in hollowed and abandoned residential land and aging rural inhabitants [16–18].

To solve the above problems, the Chinese government has made efforts in different aspects. The Notice on Improving the Performance Assessment for Promoting High Quality Development issued by the Organization Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China has requested government leading cadres to implement a quality-oriented performance assessment instead of the GDP-oriented performance appraisal system, in order to transform the economic growth pattern, which helps reduce the capital and commodity attributes of land [19], guiding the expansion of UCL from excessive to moderate. Meanwhile, the establishment of a human-oriented new-type urbanization strategy [20] has provided policy support to optimize the quantity and structure of URCLT and proper migrant placement. The citizenization of rural-urban migrants provides feasibility for completing the withdrawal mechanism of RRL [21], leading RRL from rigid growth to rational reduction [22]. In view of this, for geography studies, analyzing population flow and URCLT integrally and systematically can provide powerful technical support for achieving a balanced allocation of population and construction land between urban and rural areas under the new situation.

The URCLT is a systematic study about the dynamic evolution and allocation efficiency of urban-rural construction land from the perspective of land use transition, which is mainly divided into the transformation of dominant morphology and recessive morphology [23]. Studies on dominant morphology primarily focused on the spatial-temporal characteristics of the quantitative structure and spatial pattern [4,24–28], as well as their driving mechanism [24–28] and ecological effects [2,29–31]. The transformation of recessive morphology is manifested representatively in the changes in land use efficiency and intensification [9,25,31]. These studies have generated various constructive conclusions, such as reducing the quantity of RRL orderly, which is the key issue to achieve the reasonable internal structure of urban-rural construction land [26]; the passive URCLT is lagging behind the proactive population flow; and capital inflow causes the periodic fluctuation in the urbanization process [25].

The topic of population flow has been studied more extensively in the fields of development economics [32–35] and demographic geography [36–39]. The most typical modern population flow models introduced in China hold different views, some of which were even opposite and always confused Chinese researchers. For example, the Lewis model, born in the post-war economic recovery phase, holds the opposite view from the Todaro Model proposed during the economic crisis of the 1970s [32]. In the dual economic structure, the former examines how rural-urban migrants support economic expansion [34], while the latter emphasizes how to bring rural-urban migrants back to the rural areas through income mechanisms during economic downturns [35]. Although serving many other objectives desired by the state [40,41], the population flow in China still exhibits significant spatial regularities. As the population flow has gradually shifted from short-distance migration caused by local urbanization to long-distance migration absorbed by the rapid urbanization of large cities [38], the population distribution at the macroscale revealed by Hu Huanyong Line [39] in 1935 is still followed today [36,37].
Single-perspective research on URCLT or population flow provides a broad basis and effective support for further study of their interaction. Many scholars employed elastic coefficients to reveal the coordination degree of the human-land interaction in urban and rural areas, respectively, and then used the Tapio decoupling model to classify the interaction types [9,25,42–44]. Sometimes the per capita construction land index was also introduced to measure the land utilization efficiency [9,25]. Considering that the dominant morphologies (quantitative structure, changing tendency) of urban-rural construction land are also applicable to describe population characteristics, we attempt to display their formation mechanisms at the macroscale and reflect their inner laws at the microscale by comparing and analyzing their differences and connections of dominant morphologies. From the perspective of recessive morphology, a dynamic land utilization efficiency index inspired by the elasticity coefficient is proposed to simultaneously reveal the intensification level and coordination level of the human-land interaction and, combined with the traditional static land utilization efficiency index, focused on different time-points to comprehensively portray a complete periodicity of URCLT and population flow during the study period. In addition, cross-sectional and temporal combinations at the microscale are proposed to assess the land utilization pattern systematically. Hereby, this study establishes a framework for analyzing the interaction between URCLT and population flow from both dominant and recessive morphologies.

The primary objective of this paper is to quantify and compare the interaction between URCLT and population inflow in the Hangzhou megacity from 2010 to 2020. We specifically attempt to: (1) characterize the dominant morphology including the internal structure and population-land changing tendency of URCLT and population flow; (2) quantify the static and dynamic land utilization efficiency from the perspective of recessive morphology and classify corresponding land utilization pattern; (3) establish cross-sectional and temporal combinations at the microscale.


2.1. Connotations of URCLT and Population Flow

URCLT in this study mainly involves two land use types, urban construction land (UCL) and rural residential land (RRL), which are intrinsically interrelated but spatially discontinuous. As the main cause of population change in China’s rapid urbanization process [44], population flow can be generally divided into two major types compositing of urban population inflow and rural population outflow. Both the URCLT and population flow are continuous evolution processes of dominant and recessive morphology, rather than fixed or final states. Thus, quantifying the interaction between URCLT and population flow from the perspectives of dominant morphology and recessive morphology should also consider the complete periodicity including origin, dynamics and terminus.

2.2. Conceptual Framework of Interactions between URCLT and Population Flow

The conceptual framework of interactions between URCLT and population flow is proposed from two perspectives of dominant morphology and recessive morphology (Figure 1). In terms of dominant morphology, a structured analysis is used to explore the change in internal components in the urban-rural construction land system and population system as well as their variation trend, which includes the internal structure characteristics in certain time-points, the spatiotemporal change in the internal structure and human-land changing combinations over a period of time.
From the perspective of recessive morphology, the population-oriented land utilization efficiency organically combines static urban-rural construction land use with population distribution and dynamic URCLT with population flow, which is inspired by the application of per capita construction land metrics. We further identify the corresponding land utilization pattern on the basis of land utilization efficiency. Considering the diversity of land utilization patterns at the microscale can provide effective solutions to problems revealed at the macroscale. We also establish cross-sectional land utilization pattern combinations in origin, dynamics and terminus separately, and temporal land utilization pattern combinations based on the complete origin, dynamics and terminus periodicity at the microscale.
3. Data and Methodology

3.1. Study Area

Hangzhou City is the capital and the largest city of the Zhejiang Province in the Yangtze River Delta Region (Figure 2), with a total area of 16,596 km² and a total population of more than 10 million [45]. The whole area includes 13 county-level districts (10 districts, 1 city and 2 counties) and 190 township-level districts (92 subdistricts, 75 towns and 23 townships). The Yangtze River Delta Region is one of the most intense urban expansion areas and the fastest urbanizing region in the world [46]. As an important central city of this region, Hangzhou ranks 9th on an expanding scale of built-up areas and 6th for population inflow in China over the past decade [20]. The variable topography composed of mountains, hills and plains shapes spatial gaps of socioeconomic development, while the developed rural economy leads to quite a small urban-rural resident income gap.

![Figure 2. Location of the study area.](image-url)

3.2. Data Sources

The vector data for urban-rural construction land in this paper are obtained from the Annual Land Use Change Survey in 2010 and 2018 at 1:10,000 scale and newly expanded construction land data in 2019 and 2020, which are provided by the Hangzhou Bureau of Planning and Natural Resources. The Annual Land Use Change Survey, updating annually based on the Second National Land Survey in 2009, the most comprehensive quantification of China’s land with legal effects [26], is accurate and reliable. The UCL land refers to...
urban lands and town lands, whereas RRL refers to village land. The permanent resident population data in 2010 and 2020 are obtained from the sixth and seventh population censuses in China. The urban permanent resident is obtained from the local public security department. The rural permanent resident population is calculated by subtracting the urban permanent resident population from the permanent resident population.

3.3. Methodology

3.3.1. Structured Analysis

The structured analysis is utilized to explore the change in the internal proportional relationships of urban-rural construction land and population, including the internal structural features and their spatiotemporal evolution. We set two structured analysis indices to analyze the spatiotemporal characteristics of the urban-rural land use structure and population structure.

\[
\begin{align*}
LUR &= \frac{UCL}{UCL + RRL} \\
PUR &= \frac{UP}{UP + RP} \\
\alpha &= LUR_{2020} - LUR_{2010} \\
\beta &= PUR_{2020} - PUR_{2010} \\
\Delta Pop &= Pop_{2020} - Pop_{2010} \\
\Delta Land &= Land_{2020} - Land_{2010}
\end{align*}
\]

where UCL and RRL represent urban construction land and rural residential land, respectively, UP and RP represent urban permanent population and rural permanent population, respectively, LUR and PUR represent the proportion of UCL in urban-rural construction land and UP in urban-rural total population, respectively. \(\alpha\) represents the proportion change of UCL to RRL. \(\beta\) represents the proportion change of urban permanent population vs. r permanent population. Pop2020 and Pop2010 represent the population in 2020 and 2010, respectively. Land2020 and Land2010 represent the construction land area in 2020 and 2010, respectively. \(\Delta\)Pop and \(\Delta\)Land are the changing value of population and construction land, respectively.

According to the positive or negative value of \(\Delta\)Pop and \(\Delta\)Land, the changing types of human-land interaction in urban and rural areas can be classified as shown in Figure 3.

3.3.2. The Pcclar Index for Land Utilization Efficiency and Pattern Recognition

The reasonable regulation of the per capita construction land area (Pccla) is one of the most effective recessive indices to measure the land utilization efficiency during socioeconomic transition and unveil the evolution of URCLT and population flow [9]. The standards of Pccla in urban and rural areas are strictly stipulated in “Chinese code for classification of urban land use and planning standards of development land (GB50137)” and “Chinese standard for planning of town (GB50188)”. However, the Pccla in most urban and rural areas has exceeded the upper limit of the regulation [20], yet so far an effective monitoring mechanism has not been established. In this paper, we use the ratio of the actual value to the ideal value of Pccla (Pcclar) to demonstrate the land utilization efficiency and identify the land utilization pattern from the dimensions of static time-points and dynamic time-intervals.
3.3.2. The $P_{\text{pccl}}$ Index for Land Utilization Efficiency and Pattern Recognition

The reasonable regulation of the per capita construction land area ($P_{\text{pccl}}$) is one of the most effective recessive indices to measure the land utilization efficiency during socioeconomic transition and unveil the evolution of URCLT and population flow [9]. The standards of $P_{\text{pccl}}$ in urban and rural areas are strictly stipulated in “Chinese code for classification of urban land use and planning standards of development land (GB50137)” and “Chinese standard for planning of town (GB50188)”. However, the $P_{\text{pccl}}$ in most urban and rural areas has exceeded the upper limit of the regulation [20], yet so far an effective monitoring mechanism has not been established. In this paper, we use the ratio of the actual value to the ideal value of $P_{\text{pccl}}$ ($P_{\text{pccl}}$) to demonstrate the land utilization efficiency and identify the land utilization pattern from the dimensions of static time-points and dynamic time-intervals.

(1) The selection of $P_{\text{pccl}}$ ideal value

According to the abovementioned two standards, different actual values of per capita urban-rural construction land have been set to the corresponding reasonable planning standard range. The average value of the planning standard range is adapted as the ideal value based on previous studies [47] in this paper (Table 1).

Table 1. The ideal value of per capita urban-rural construction land.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per Capita Urban Construction Land</th>
<th>Per Capita Rural Construction Land</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Value</td>
<td>Planning Standard Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤65</td>
<td>[65, 85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(65, 75]</td>
<td>[65, 95]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(75, 85]</td>
<td>[75, 100]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(85, 95]</td>
<td>[80, 105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(95, 105]</td>
<td>[85, 105]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(105, 115]</td>
<td>[90, 110]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;115</td>
<td>≤110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) The static $P_{\text{pcclar}}$ index

The $P_{\text{pcclar}}$ static index is helpful for revealing the land utilization efficiency at certain time-points. The formula is as follows:

$$P_{\text{pcclar}}^{(\text{static})} = \frac{P_{\text{pccl}}^{(\text{real})}}{P_{\text{pccl}}^{(\text{ideal})}}$$ (7)

The $P_{\text{pccl}}^{(\text{real})}$ and $P_{\text{pccl}}^{(\text{ideal})}$ represents the actual value of $P_{\text{pccl}}$ and its corresponding ideal value, respectively.

The static land utilization pattern can be identified based on the following formula:

$$f\left(P_{\text{pcclar}}^{(\text{static})}\right) = \begin{cases} \text{Intensive}, & P_{\text{pcclar}}^{(\text{static})} \leq 1 \\ \text{Non-intensive}, & P_{\text{pcclar}}^{(\text{static})} > 1 \end{cases}$$ (8)
The dynamic land utilization efficiency index inspired by the elasticity coefficient is proposed to simultaneously reveal the intensification level and coordination level between URCLT and population flow. The dynamic land utilization efficiency at a certain time-interval can be expressed by the \( P_{cclar} \) dynamic index calculated as follows:

\[
\Delta P_{cclar}(\text{dynamic}) = \left( \frac{\Delta \text{Land}}{\Delta \text{Pop}} \right) / P_{cclar(\text{ideal})}
\]

where \( \Delta P_{cclar(\text{dynamic})} \) is the \( P_{cclar} \) dynamic index. \( P_{cclar(\text{ideal})} \) is the ideal value of per capita construction land area.

Since the calculation results of the \( \Delta P_{cclar(\text{dynamic})} \) index can be positive or negative, we set two basic guidelines before the dynamic land utilization pattern recognition:

Guideline 1: along with the population inflow, moderate construction land supply can be considered, and yet the construction land supply area for a new settler should not exceed the current ideal value of per capita construction land.

Guideline 2: the construction land should be reduced when population outflows, while the corresponding reduction in construction land for each outflow person should be no less than the current ideal value of per capita construction land under the background of relatively rough land use.

Any situation that meets the abovementioned two guidelines is considered as intensive. Conversely, it is non-intensive. Specifically, it can be divided into different situations (Figure 4):

1. Referring to guideline 1, when population inflow is accompanied by construction land expansion, \( \Delta P_{cclar(\text{dynamic})} \leq 1 \) is considered as intensive and \( \Delta P_{cclar(\text{dynamic})} > 1 \) is considered as non-intensive.
2. Referring to guideline 2, when population outflow is accompanied by construction land expansion, \( \Delta P_{cclar(\text{dynamic})} < 0 \) is considered as non-intensive.
3. Referring to guideline 2, when population outflow is accompanied by construction land shrinkage, \( \Delta P_{cclar(\text{dynamic})} > 1 \) is considered as intensive and \( \Delta P_{cclar(\text{dynamic})} \leq 1 \) is considered as non-intensive.
4. Referring to guideline 1, when population inflow is accompanied by construction land shrinkage, \( \Delta P_{cclar(\text{dynamic})} < 0 \) is considered as intensive.
Finally, the dynamic land utilization pattern can be expressed as the following formula, in which $\Delta P_{c\text{clar}}^{(\text{dynamic})}$ is denoted by $\cot \theta$.

$$f(\Delta \text{Land}, \Delta \text{Pop}, \cot \theta) = \begin{cases} 
\text{Non-intensive} - 1, & \Delta \text{Land} > 0, \Delta \text{Pop} > 0, \cot \theta \in (1, +\infty) \\
\text{Intensive} - 1, & \Delta \text{Land} > 0, \Delta \text{Pop} > 0, \cot \theta \in [0, 1] \\
\text{Intensive} - 2, & \Delta \text{Land} < 0, \Delta \text{Pop} > 0, \cot \theta \in (-\infty, 0] \\
\text{Intensive} - 3, & \Delta \text{Land} < 0, \Delta \text{Pop} < 0, \cot \theta \in [1, +\infty) \\
\text{Non-intensive} - 3, & \Delta \text{Land} < 0, \Delta \text{Pop} < 0, \cot \theta \in (0, 1) \\
\text{Non-intensive} - 2, & \Delta \text{Land} > 0, \Delta \text{Pop} < 0, \cot \theta \in (-\infty, 0)
\end{cases}$$

(10)

3.3.3. Multiple Combination Types for Different Land Utilization Patterns

The URCLT and population flow are complex interactions among the population, land, urban and rural systems. Using $P_{c\text{clar}}$ indicators to measure the land use efficiency and further identify land utilization patterns can effectively embody the interactive process, meanwhile degrading the complexity of multi-system interactions significantly. According to Equations (5)–(8), the land utilization patterns for different time-points and time-intervals in urban and rural areas are derived. Therefore, we couple the calculation results cross-sectionally in two time-points and one time-interval (Figure 5a), respectively, within the urban-rural system to reflect the urban-rural coordination of the land utilization pattern. The calculation results are also coupled temporally with the origin, dynamics and terminus process in urban systems and rural systems (Figure 5b), respectively, to reflect the dynamic coordination of land utilization patterns in each single system.

Figure 5. Three cross-sectional combination types (a) and two temporal combination types (b).

4. Results and Analysis

4.1. Dominant and Recessive Morphology Analysis at the Macroscale

4.1.1. The Dominant Morphology Analysis at the Macroscale

From 2010 to 2020, the total area of urban-rural construction land in Hangzhou increased from 1443.77 km$^2$ to 1717.11 km$^2$, of which the area ratio of the two internal land-use types (UCL: RRL) was roughly maintained between 60 and 40 over the entire study period, with a slight change of only 0.61%. Correspondingly, the total population and demographic urbanization rate reached 8.70 million and 67.27% in 2010 and further climbed to 11.94 million and 83.05% in 2020, which has ushered in conspicuous changes and, thus, the urbanization rate increased by 15.78%. Hangzhou has undergone “population inflow accompanied by construction land expansion (PILE)” in urban areas and “population outflow accompanied by construction land expansion (POLE)” in rural areas.
simultaneously due to the synergistic growth of urban and rural construction land areas and nearly 800 thousand rural-urban migrants.

Meanwhile, the area ratios of UCL to RRL in nine county-level units basically remain stable, except in Yuhang, Fuyang, Chun’an and Xiaoshan (Figure 6a). The ratio with relatively great change in Yuhang and Fuyang is related to the newly expanded construction land around the Future Science and Technology City and Fuyang new area. The ratio of Chun’an increases by 6% and it is mainly due to the enhancement of public service infrastructure in the western less developed areas. Xiaoshan, where the ratio of UCL has reduced by 2%, represented a totally opposite changing tendency. The demographic urbanization rates of eight county-level units increased less than 15%, while five other county-level units consisting of Fuyang, Xiaoshan, Yuhang, Tonglu and Qiantang made a more than 20% advance (Figure 6b), which indicates that the population inflow is more active in the suburbs compared to the urban core and distant suburbs. Besides, the change of the human-land pattern in 13 county-level units is consistent with that in Hangzhou.

**Figure 6.** Structured analysis results (a) and changing types of human-land interaction (b) in Hangzhou and 13 county-level units.

### 4.1.2. The Recessive Morphology Analysis at the Macroscale

Up to 2020, neither the urban areas nor the rural areas of Hangzhou remained as an intensive land use pattern, although they have a totally inverse tendency (Figure 7a), an intensive land supply with 41 m$^2$ for each new settler in urban areas has led to a significant boost of land utilization efficiency over the past decade. However, the “population outflow accompanied by construction land expansion (POLE)” pattern in rural areas has lowered the land utilization efficiency ulteriorly.

The only county-level unit with an intensive UCL pattern was Gongshu in 2010, Shangcheng, Linping, Xiaoshan and Tonglu were newly added in 2020 (Figure 7b). The UCL supply for inflowing population in all county-level units has not exceeded the upper limit based on the ideal value of $Pc_{cla}$ except in Chun’an, which has led to the generally intensive dynamic land utilization pattern (Figure 7c). Nevertheless, both the stock RRL use and incremental RRL supply exhibit non-intensive characteristics in all county-level units with an urbanization rate less than 100%.
4.1.2. The Recessive Morphology Analysis at the Macroscale

Up to 2020, neither the urban areas nor the rural areas of Hangzhou remained as an intensive land use pattern, although they have a totally inverse tendency (Figure 7a). An intensive land supply with 41 m² for each new settler in urban areas has led to a significant boost of land utilization efficiency over the past decade. However, the “population outflow accompanied by construction land expansion (POLE)” pattern in rural areas has lowered the land utilization efficiency ulteriorly.

4.2. Dominant and Recessive Morphology Analysis at the Microscale

4.2.1. The Dominant Morphology Analysis at the Microscale

We calculated the $\alpha$ and $\beta$ value in each township-level unit (Figure 8a,c) and classified different types of human-land changing patterns (Figure 8e,f). In addition, the land and demographic urbanization rates in 2010 are shown in Figure 8b,d, respectively.

Figure 8b,d displays that although units with land urbanization rates above 45% and units with demographic urbanization rates of more than 45% are distributed around urban cores and county towns, the latter distributes in a more concentrated manner compared with the former and its number is much less than that of the former. The results of $\alpha$ and $\beta$ reveal the magnitude of structural changes in urban-rural construction land and population over the past decade. The total number of units with a demographic urbanization rate growth of more than 5% is almost twice that of units with a land urbanization rate growth of more than 5%. This indicates that the intensity of population flow is significantly higher than that of URCLT at the microscale. Additionally, the units with the largest increases in land urbanization rates mainly occurred in the western less developed regions, where the demographic urbanization rates have not been elevated and they exhibited a multi-block united distribution. In the eastern region, with the distinct growth of demographic urbanization rates, the variation amplitude of urban-rural construction land structures tends to be notably diverse. Moreover, although the dominant types of human-land changing patterns in urban and rural areas remain PILE and POLE, respectively, other changing types, including PILS and POLS, appear at the microscale with limited numbers (Figure 8e,f). It is worth noting that the POLE pattern is widely distributed in the western rural areas, as well as the western urban areas.
Figure 8. Structured analysis results and changing types of human-land interaction in 190 township-level units.
4.2.2. The Recessive Morphology Analysis at the Microscale

The Static Land Utilization Efficiency and Pattern at the Microscale

Figure 9 displays that the result of the static $P_{clar}$ index of the microscale units has been conspicuous since 2010. The proportion of the units of intensive land utilization pattern in urban areas increased from 22.63% in 2010 to 33.74% in 2020. In total, 41 units remained with unchanged intensive patterns, while 29 other units witnessed changes, 93.10% of which shifted to intensive land utilization patterns. However, as a steady deterioration of rural land utilization efficiency, the rural land utilization pattern of all the units has turned non-intensive in 2020.

Although the increase in the land utilization efficiency in most urban areas and the general decrease in the land utilization efficiency in rural areas reveals completely different trends, the static land utilization pattern in both urban areas and rural areas cannot display good intensification degrees. In distant suburbs, the elevation of the urban land utilization efficiency is often accompanied by a deteriorating rural land utilization efficiency, typically as the units in Tonglu. This indicates that rural residents in these areas may be more inclined to choose short-distance migration, while other units with a deteriorating land utilization efficiency in both urban and rural areas may have experienced population loss due to the long-distance migration of local residents.

The Dynamic Land Utilization Efficiency and Pattern at the Microscale

From the perspective of the dynamic land utilization pattern, it is found that 58.95% of the units present intensive patterns in urban areas and 85.71% of them are identified as the I-1 type. In contrast, 41.05% of the units present non-intensive patterns in urban areas (Figure 10b). Specially, 71.79% of them are identified as the N-2 type, followed by N-1 type (24.36%) and N-3 type (3.85%). However, the rural dynamic land utilization pattern of all the units is non-intensive, including 86.27% of the N-2 type, 7.19% of the N-3 type and 6.54% of the N-1 type (Figure 10d).

A clear spatial disparity of the dynamic land utilization pattern in urban areas changes gradually from the northeast and southwest. The northeast units are dominated by I-1 types, and the N-2 type occupies most of the southwest units. The N-1 type also appears in suburban areas when the growth rate of UCL exceeds that of the urban population. Overall, the northeastern units have notably more efficient urban land utilization, whereas the inadequate urban land utilization in the southwest is mainly caused by irrational land supply accompanied by urban population loss.

Theoretically, RRL should be expropriated to UCL or reclaimed to cropland when population outflows [9], which means that the more stringent I-3 type and the relatively tolerant N-3 type need to be the mainstream in rural areas. However, the overwhelming majority of the units are of the N-2 type due to the phenomenon of “population outflow but RRL expansion”.

---
Figure 9. Static Peclar index in urban and rural areas.
The Dynamic Land Utilization Efficiency and Pattern at the Microscale

From the perspective of the dynamic land utilization pattern, it is found that 58.95% of the units present intensive patterns in urban areas and 85.71% of them are identified as the I-1 type. In contrast, 41.05% of the units present non-intensive patterns in urban areas (Figure 10b). Specially, 71.79% of them are identified as the N-2 type, followed by N-1 type (24.36%) and N-3 type (3.85%). However, the rural dynamic land utilization pattern of all the units is non-intensive, including 86.27% of the N-2 type, 7.19% of the N-3 type and 6.54% of the N-1 type (Figure 10d).

Figure 10. Spatial distribution (a) and quantity proportion (b) of six dynamic land utilization patterns in urban areas, and spatial distribution (c) and quantity proportion (d) of six dynamic land utilization patterns in rural areas.

4.3. Multiple Combination Types for Different Land Utilization Patterns at the Microscale

4.3.1. The Cross-Sectional Combination Types of Urban-Rural Land Utilization Pattern

The static cross-sectional combination of nearly 70% units is of the UN-RN type and remains invariable (Figure 11a,b). In suburbs, the increase in the urban land utilization efficiency may benefit from the influx of external migrants and does not have a significant negative impact on the local rural land utilization efficiency, leading to a transfer from the UN-RN type to the UI-RN type. As rural population flows to the more attractive urban centers, the deteriorating rural land utilization efficiency in distant suburbs may not optimize the local urban land utilization efficiency, resulting in a shift from the UN-RI type to the UN-RN type. Moreover, the UI-RI type, the ideal urban-rural land utilization pattern, does not appear during the whole study period.

Comparatively, the dynamic combination of nearly 50% units is of the UI-RN type and 33.16% units are of UN-RN type (Figure 11c). Although massive external migrants improve the dynamic urban land utilization efficiency in many units, further curbs on UCL expansion are necessary to achieve static intensification eventually. For the rural areas, restraining the excessive growth of RRL becomes the top priority.
Theoretically, RRL should be expropriated to UCL or reclaimed to cropland when population outflows,[9] which means that the more stringent I-3 type and the relatively tolerant N-3 type need to be the mainstream in rural areas. However, the overwhelming majority of the units are of the N-2 type due to the phenomenon of “population outflow but RRL expansion”.

4.3. Multiple Combination Types for Different Land Utilization Patterns at the Microscale

4.3.1. The Cross-Sectional Combination Types of Urban-Rural Land Utilization Patterns

The static cross-sectional combination of nearly 70% units is of the UN-RN type and remains invariable (Figure 11a,b). In suburbs, the increase in the urban land utilization efficiency may benefit from the influx of external migrants and does not have a significant negative impact on the local rural land utilization efficiency, leading to a transfer from the UN-RN type to the UI-RN type. As rural population flows to the more attractive urban centers, the deteriorating rural land utilization efficiency in distant suburbs may not optimize the local urban land utilization efficiency, resulting in a shift from the UN-RI type to the UN-RN type. Moreover, the UI-RI type, the ideal urban-rural land utilization pattern, does not appear during the whole study period.

Figure 11. Cross-sectional combination types of urban-rural land utilization patterns (a–c) and temporal combination types of land utilization patterns in urban (d) and rural (e) areas.

4.3.2. The Temporal Combination Types of Urban and Rural Land Utilization Pattern

As for the temporal urban land utilization pattern (Figure 11d), 34.21% of units have been intensive in 2020, comprising 14.21% of the N-I-I type, 12.11% of the I-I-I type and 7.89% of the I-N-I type. The non-intensive pattern contains primarily 32.63% of the N-I-N type and 30.53% of the N-N-N type. Only five units of the I-N-N type are dotted. Under the common effect of external rural-urban migrants and internal urban-urban migrants, a staggered distribution of I-I-I types, I-N-I types and N-I-I types in the urban core displays the gradual homogenization of land utilization patterns. The passive UCL transition in the suburbs lags behind active population inflow, resulting in a wide distribution of N-I-N types. A few units of the I-N-N type represent the evolution of land utilization patterns in the industrial-dominated units following industry hollowing. As it is difficult to improve the urban land utilization efficiency, the N-N-N type covers most of the western units.

Figure 11e shows the spatial distribution of the temporal rural land utilization pattern, with nearly 80% of units of the N-N-N type spread throughout the region. In the more developed eastern region, efficient urban land use can already be achieved gradually through a rational population-land allocation, whereas there are few successful examples of rural land utilization efficiency improvement at present.
5. Discussion

5.1. Why Has the Proportion of UCL to RRL in Hangzhou Stayed Almost Stable over the Past Decade?

The internal structure of urban-rural construction land acts as an essential measurement of URCLT [26]. Although a clear ratio standard for this internal structure has not been proposed, a consensus is that the share of UCL will increase accordingly as the demographic urbanization progresses [25]. However, when the ratio of UCL to RRL stayed almost stable, from 60 to 40, the demographic urbanization rate of Hangzhou rose from 67.27% in 2010 to 83.05% in 2020. Most of the county-level units have shown an increasing proportion of UCL, while a few are decreasing. Thus, a seemingly stable proportion of UCL to RRL has been the most notable dominant morphology over the past decade in Hangzhou.

5.1.1. Proportion Improvement of UCL and Future Development Strategy

The emphases in Hangzhou’s Master Planning Outline to make up the shortcomings of public services in western less-developed regions and strengthen the eastern growth poles for urban development have been fully reflected in the urban-rural construction land allocation. On the one hand, as the most remote and backward county, Chun’an has indicated the greatest increase in the UCL proportion over the past decade under the strategy of the promotion of holistic urban areas and public service equalization. On the other hand, as the new growth poles of the urban development strategy transforming from the “Qiantang era” to the “Westward era”, Yuhang and Fuyang have occupied the second and third increases in UCL proportion, in order.

5.1.2. Proportion Improvement of RRL and Historic Advantages

In situ urbanization [48], once known as the “the most dramatic transformation in China over the past 25 years” [49], refers to rural residents achieving a career change from peasants to workers without largescale migration to cities or towns [50]. This particular phenomenon is prevalent in developed areas along the southeast coast of China, such as Zhejiang [51,52], where the rural industrialization represented by township-owned and village-owned enterprises was top-ranked nationwide [49] and made up 65.6% of the gross industrial output value in 2003 [52], leading the per capita income of rural households ranked first in China for 36 years till 2020 [53,54]. Therefore, driven by the historic advantages of rural industrialization, the proportion improvement of RRL, a seemingly illogical phenomenon, has appeared in the areas represented by Xiaoshan, where the rural industries have always been front row of the state [55,56].

5.1.3. A Seemingly Stagnant URCLT under Path Dependence and Demographic Urbanization Supported by Massive Inflow of External Migrants

In most cases, a higher demographic urbanization rate results in a higher proportion of UCL (Table 2). However, due to long-term path dependence, areas with developed rural industries may compel the growth rates of RRL higher than that of UCL. This phenomenon has also been observed in the Tongzhou District, Jiangsu Province (Table 2). Above all, a seemingly stagnant URCLT from the perspective of the internal structure is thought to be largely determined by the combined effects of the pull force of urbanization and the reverse drawing force of rural industrialization. Additionally, with a massive inflow of external migrants, the demographic urbanization rates have still increased significantly.

5.2. Why Is the Dynamic Land Utilization Efficiency Index a More Rigorous and Comprehensive Measurement?

The calculation results of the dynamic land use efficiency index have provided a more rigorous and comprehensive measurement of the recessive morphology of the relationship between URCLT and population flow in Hangzhou over the past decade. The result of the traditional coupling coordination index is displayed in Figure 12b. Figure 12c shows that 11 township-level units with coordinated human-land interactions are of non-intensive
dynamic land utilization patterns. This indicates that the dynamic land utilization efficiency index is more rigorous than the coupling coordination index. Meanwhile, \( P_{ccla} \) is both an important indicator of land utilization efficiency and an important feature of recessive land use morphology [9]. Introducing the ideal value of \( P_{ccla} \) to characterize land use efficiency at different time-points provides kernel data for studying URCLT and population flow, which not only measures the trend of population flow during URCLT, but also reveals the evolution process of the regional human-land relationship and further serves as an important reference for policy regulating. Therefore, this approach of quantifying URCLT and population flow from static and dynamic perspectives separately is also more comprehensive. Eventually, the cross-sectional combinations of urban and rural land utilization patterns at the microscale can be utilized to assess the transition degree of URCLT and the coordination level between URCLT and population flow. The temporal combination of land utilization patterns can reflect the dynamic trend of urban and rural transitions, respectively.

Table 2. Relevant results of other researchers (a): [57]; (b): [9]; (c): [25]; (d): [58]; (e): [59].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Area</th>
<th>PUR</th>
<th>LUR</th>
<th>( \varphi )</th>
<th>( \omega )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) China</td>
<td>30% → 42%</td>
<td>14:86 → 17:83</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) Huei</td>
<td>46% → 58%</td>
<td>25:75 → 32:68</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c) Shandong</td>
<td>26% → 57%</td>
<td>14:86 → 38:62</td>
<td>109%</td>
<td>−1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d) Tongzhou</td>
<td>26% → 57%</td>
<td>14:86 → 9:91</td>
<td>−33%</td>
<td>133%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e) Bishan</td>
<td>23% → 44%</td>
<td>14:86 → 31:69</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f) Hangzhou</td>
<td>67% → 83%</td>
<td>60:40 → 60:40</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: \( \varphi = (URCL_{2020} - URCL_{2010}) / (URCL_{2020} - URCL_{2010}); \omega = (RRL_{2020} - RRL_{2010}) / (RRL_{2020} - RRL_{2010}). \)

Figure 12. Results of the dynamic land utilization efficiency index (a) and traditional coupling coordination index (b) in urban areas; comparison of their results (c).
6. Conclusions

A systematic comparative analysis and recognition of the interaction between URCLT and population flow is essential for adjusting the human-land relationship and achieving coordinated and sustainable urban-rural development. This paper explores the interaction of URCLT and population flow from perspectives of dominant morphology and recessive morphology. From the perspective of the dominant morphology, the path dependence of rural industrialization leads to a seemingly stagnant urban-rural construction land transition in Hangzhou. Meanwhile, the rapid increase in the demographic urbanization rate has been supported by the massive inflow of external migrants. In terms of the recessive morphology, the improvement of the dynamic land utilization efficiency in urban areas has resulted in a general non-intensive pattern. The overexpansion of RRL instead of population outflow is the most important reason for the deterioration of rural land utilization efficiency, and active rural industries exacerbate this overexpansion to some extent, although it curbs population loss. This study confirmed that the human-land relationship of urban and rural land in Hangzhou has been decoupled. These findings can provide valuable implications for the implementation of Hangzhou’s land use management to balance the urban and rural development and promote sustainable urbanization.

The results of our research show that, still, the generally non-intensive rural land utilization pattern at the microscale is the biggest constraint to the URCLT. The adjustment of rural spatial structure is the key point to realize the benign interaction between URCLT and population flow. A rural stock construction land investigation conducted by the Zhejiang Bureau of Planning and Natural Resources in 2016 revealed that the rural collective operation construction land accounted for 34.22% of the total RRL outside the urban growth boundary. Therefore, improving the rural land utilization efficiency through the revitalization of rural collective operation construction land may really be the crucial solution. Future research should be conducted on this aspect.
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